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Comment
would like to delve deeper into
what we consider to be a ‘high
quality’ print, especially in terms of

conservation value, and how we
achieve that quality. At The Copper
House we are often asked about the
‘archival’ properties of various papers,
and we are surprised by how complex
the answer needs to be. We prefer to
use the term ‘conservation value’
rather than ‘archival quality’ when
discussing the possible longevity of a
print. The complexity of the answer is
dictated by the need to consider the
environmental conditions of the
print’s production and long term care.

Combinations of modern printers,
papers and inks can provide longevity
before fading of between 80 and 200
years, depending on storage or display
conditions. Where previously the
papers and inks used by studios had to
be individually tested, quality can now
be taken as a given for a range of print
systems.

In establishing optimal conservation
values we need to look at the
production environment, as print
integrity can easily be compromised,
an everyday sin unwittingly committed
by many printers. Fine art prints, like
any paper-based art, can be damaged
by the transfer of oils and volatiles, by
atmospheric pollution and by
inappropriate handling during printing
and finishing.

You may think it over-the-top to
wear a facemask and nitrile gloves

when producing
work of moderate
value. The same
goes for working
on a glass table and
donning a Tyvek
suit when producing
work of the highest
quality. However, these
extreme precautions are necessary.
Glass tables and gloves prevent us
transferring natural oils, volatiles and
ambient dirt to prints whilst printing,
trimming and finishing. As we breathe
and speak we unconciously emit an
aerosol of saliva, which will fall on the
print without the use of a facemask.
We don a Tyvek suit when we want to
be sure that there is no transfer of oils
and volatiles from our clothes when
producing very high value work. These
measures are obviously not necessary
for most of the standard work we do.

Achieving conservation values in
production provides great selling
opportunities. Clients will choose a
Museum Level frame for a print that
has been this carefully produced.

We love making frames with 99.7
per cent UV glazing and nice thick
4mm museum quality bevel mounts.
Clients adore the classic finish and the
assurance that the combination of
print and frame is the best that can be
achieved.
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Producing archival
quality prints is
more complicated
than you might
suppose, says
printing expert
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f customer service is one of the
biggest selling points for an
independent retailer, we have to

ask, what is good customer service?
For us, the answer is simply this:

going beyond the customer’s
expectations. It’s an approach we’ve
adopted after seven years with retail
mentor Peter Cooper, of ArtySmith2.
Peter brought to our attention the
theories of Alf Dunbar, author of Just
Looking Thanks. Dunbar’s ideas are
based on how we like to be treated as
customers, and are behind the success
of businesses such as M&S, John
Lewis and Selfridges. This has formed
the basis of our customer service
philosophy.

First, consider the value of the
customer. If they spend a couple of

Customer service
means exceeding
the customer’s
expectations, says
Emma Bell
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Printers at The Copper
House wearing nitrile
gloves and facemasks
while producing a high
quality image, and
Leszek Wolnik (top)


